Our Appreciation and Thankfulness for all those who donated in honor, or in memory, of their loved ones.

In Honor of James Watkins
by Charles and Jimmy Dee Jones

In Honor of Grandchildren-Haley, Hunter, Robert, and Ryder Lynch & Jesse and Jared Jones
by Barbara Weatherspoon

In Memory Of Sue Evatt
by William and Kay Worsham

In Memory Of James T. and Fay Brumley
by Billy Roy and Deborah Box

In Memory Of Thomas Sullens
by Geneva May Hobbs

In Memory Of Teresa Mason and Robbie Winnett
by Juanita Oliver

In Memory Of Jaunita Manuel
by Jordan and Nelda

In Memory Of Alma Lusk
by Morrison church of Christ

In Memory Of Husband-Harlon; Dad-Don Rhoades; Grandparents-Emmitt & Nellie Rhoades
by Laresa Fowler

In Memory Of Mrs. Myla Mullican and Mr. Jimmy Lawson
by Emily and Doris Hardaway

In Memory Of Mildred Laws Northcutt, Robbie Winnett, Tim Mullins, and Oscar Groves
by Walter and Mary Ann Bishop

In Memory Of “Grandmother”
by Terlinqua church of Christ

In Memory Of Harold Martin
by Elaine Martin

In Memory Of Carolyn Faye Smith-Loving wife and mother
by Robert Smith

In Memory Of Barry Gilreath Sr.
by Mike and Melissa Frost

In Memory Of Max Norman
by Florence Thompson

In Memory Of Husband-Herbert Jones Sr.
by Willa Jones

In Memory Of Husband-Lewis Crowder
by Theresa Crowder

In Memory Of Dear Friend, L. V. Johnson
by Herbert and Irene Tollett

In Memory Of Jayne Galloway
by John Ed and Jo Frazier